### Driving the economy
Of the **56,000 UK jobs** Siemens supports, 17,500 are in our UK supply chain, and **£1.8bn** is spent with UK suppliers – keeping local business local.

### Developing jobs and skills
Siemens is one of the **top five UK engineering employers** and in the **top 100 overall** for employing graduates. The Curiosity Project inspires five million children to continue STEM education.

**14,000** UK employees
- £28m additional economic value from apprenticeships, with 500 in training
- Each year the Curiosity Project creates £11m of direct social benefit

### Sustaining the environment
As a business committed to becoming **carbon neutral by 2030**, Siemens cares about the continued protection of the environment for the enjoyment of generations to come.

- 98% of waste recycled
- £4m annual social cost of greenhouse gas emissions by Siemens UK
- £40m social cost of greenhouse gas emissions in supply chain

### Responsible business
Nearly **£300 per employee** goes straight to community projects – a significant contribution to the livelihoods of UK people from all walks of life.

**£3m** donations per year
- 10% of employees donate to charity through payroll giving
- Equivalent £12m per year to participants in Siemens education projects

### Productivity and innovation
Siemens firmly supports the UK’s scientific community, investing in more than **100 research projects**, including the landmark smart city project, Triangulum.

**3,900** patents filed in the UK
- Productive employees: £110k of GVA* per person, per year
- Involved in **£200m** worth of UK research projects

### Transforming the UK’s infrastructure
Recognising that rail is an integral part of the national daily commute, Siemens maintains more than **370 trains** in the UK, and invested **£300m** in Thameslink depots.

**£310m** wind power facility investment
- 1,000 jobs created at Hull wind power facility
- 50% of UK wind energy is generated by Siemens turbines

As a result of ‘Ingenuity for life’, businesses become stronger and more competitive and quality of life improves for society as a whole.

*GVA is the increase in the value of the economy due to the production of goods and services*
Siemens in the UK

Our businesses offer a diverse mix of opportunities across the UK

1. Edinburgh
   Siemens' investment in offshore wind power is a central part of construction operations, supporting Scotland's low-carbon vision

2. Newcastle
   £9 million has been invested in a state-of-the-art Energy Service Centre to train technicians; Siemens employs around 2,000 people at its facilities in the North East

3. Ulverston
   Siemens engineers and manufactures subsea components such as cable connectors, sensors and measuring devices; 333 employees

4. Poole
   Design and manufacture of transport-related technology, including traffic lights and rail sub-wires, which export worldwide; Home to a range of central Siemens services including IT and HR; Around 500 employees

5. Lincoln
   Siemens is the builder and maintainer of more than 370 rail vehicles on the UK network, employing 700 people across eight purpose-built train maintenance facilities; Northampton is home to the National Training Academy for Rail (NTAR), providing an innovative curriculum offering 1,000 training days per year in state-of-the-art facilities

6. Hull
   Siemens and Associated British Ports are investing £310 million in a wind power facility, creating 1,000 jobs; Siemens' made wind turbines provide 50% of the UK's total wind energy generating capacity

7. Warwick
   Siemens' aero-derivative gas turbines business, servicing the oil and gas industry; More than 300 employees

8. Manchester
   Regional Centre of Competence for High Voltage Grid connections; More than 1,000 employees

9. The Crystal
   The Crystal is home to the world's largest exhibition on the future of cities and a state-of-the-art conference centre; The Crystal is located in Royal Victoria Dock, London

10. Llanberis
    Siemens manufactures and distributes blood analysers in hospitals and clinics worldwide to aid the diagnosis of medical conditions; More than 400 employees

11. Chippenham
    900 employees working on rail automation and infrastructure solutions; Providing signalling services for the Victoria line, one of the highest-frequency services in the world

12. Northampton
    Siemens is the builder and maintainer of more than 370 rail vehicles on the UK network, employing 700 people across eight purpose-built train maintenance facilities; Northampton is home to the National Training Academy for Rail (NTAR), providing an innovative curriculum offering 1,000 training days per year in state-of-the-art facilities

13. Oxford
    More than 95% of the magnets produced at Siemens MR Magnet Technology in Eynsham are exported to hospitals worldwide; Around 500 employees, including 50 research and development engineers

14. Poole
    Design and manufacture of transport-related technology, including traffic lights and rail sub-wires, which export worldwide; Home to a range of central Siemens services including IT and HR; Around 500 employees

15. Newcastle
    £9 million has been invested in a state-of-the-art Energy Service Centre to train technicians; Siemens employs around 2,000 people at its facilities in the North East

16. Ulverston
    Siemens engineers and manufactures subsea components such as cable connectors, sensors and measuring devices; 333 employees

17. Poole
    Design and manufacture of transport-related technology, including traffic lights and rail sub-wires, which export worldwide; Home to a range of central Siemens services including IT and HR; Around 500 employees

18. Lincoln
    Siemens is the builder and maintainer of more than 370 rail vehicles on the UK network, employing 700 people across eight purpose-built train maintenance facilities; Northampton is home to the National Training Academy for Rail (NTAR), providing an innovative curriculum offering 1,000 training days per year in state-of-the-art facilities

19. Hull
    Siemens and Associated British Ports are investing £310 million in a wind power facility, creating 1,000 jobs; Siemens' made wind turbines provide 50% of the UK's total wind energy generating capacity

20. Warwick
    Siemens' aero-derivative gas turbines business, servicing the oil and gas industry; More than 300 employees

21. Manchester
    Regional Centre of Competence for High Voltage Grid connections; More than 1,000 employees

22. The Crystal
    The Crystal is home to the world's largest exhibition on the future of cities and a state-of-the-art conference centre; The Crystal is located in Royal Victoria Dock, London

23. Llanberis
    Siemens manufactures and distributes blood analysers in hospitals and clinics worldwide to aid the diagnosis of medical conditions; More than 400 employees

24. Chippenham
    900 employees working on rail automation and infrastructure solutions; Providing signalling services for the Victoria line, one of the highest-frequency services in the world